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Abstract

Semantic similarity detection is a fundamen-
tal task in natural language understanding.
Adding topic information has been useful for
previous feature-engineered semantic similar-
ity models as well as neural models for other
tasks. There is currently no standard way
of combining topics with pretrained contex-
tual representations such as BERT. We pro-
pose a novel topic-informed BERT-based ar-
chitecture for pairwise semantic similarity de-
tection and show that our model improves per-
formance over strong neural baselines across a
variety of English language datasets. We find
that the addition of topics to BERT helps par-
ticularly with resolving domain-specific cases.

1 Introduction

Modelling the semantic similarity between a pair
of texts is a crucial NLP task with applications
ranging from question answering to plagiarism de-
tection. A variety of models have been proposed
for this problem, including traditional feature-
engineered techniques (Filice et al., 2017), hybrid
approaches (Wu et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2017;
Koreeda et al., 2017) and purely neural architec-
tures (Wang et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; Deriu
and Cieliebak, 2017). Recent pretrained contextu-
alised representations such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have led to
impressive performance gains across a variety of
NLP tasks, including semantic similarity detection.
These models leverage large amounts of data to
pretrain text encoders (in contrast to just individual
word embeddings as in previous work) and have
established a new pretrain-finetune paradigm.

While large improvements have been achieved
on paraphrase detection (Tomar et al., 2017; Gong
et al., 2018), semantic similarity detection in Com-
munity Question Answering (CQA) remains a chal-
lenging problem. CQA leverages user-generated

content from question answering websites (e.g.
StackExchange) to answer complex real-world
questions (Nakov et al., 2017). The task requires
modelling the relatedness between question-answer
pairs which can be challenging due to the highly
domain-specific language of certain online forums
and low levels of direct text overlap between ques-
tions and answers.

Topic models may provide additional signals for
semantic similarity, as earlier feature-engineered
models for semantic similarity detection success-
fully incorporated topics (Qin et al., 2009; Tran
et al., 2015; Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016; Wu et al.,
2017). They could be especially useful for dealing
with domain-specific language since topic models
have been exploited for domain adaptation (Hu
et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2009). Moreover, recent
work on neural architectures has shown that the in-
tegration of topics can yield improvements in other
tasks such as language modelling (Ghosh et al.,
2016), machine translation (Chen et al., 2016), and
summarisation (Narayan et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018). We therefore introduce a novel architecture
for semantic similarity detection which incorpo-
rates topic models and BERT. More specifically,
we make the following contributions:

1. We propose tBERT — a simple architecture
combining topics with BERT for semantic
similarity prediction (section 3).1

2. We demonstrate that tBERT achieves improve-
ments across multiple semantic similarity pre-
diction datasets against a finetuned vanilla
BERT and other neural models in both F1 and
stricter evaluation metrics (section 5).

3. We show in our error analysis that tBERT’s
gains are prominent on domain-specific cases,
such as those encountered in CQA (section 5).

1Code is available at https://github.com/wuningxi/tBERT.
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2 Datasets and Tasks

We select popular benchmark datasets featuring
different sizes (small vs. large), tasks (QA vs. para-
phrase detection) and sentence lengths (short vs.
long) as summarised in Table 1. Examples for each
dataset are provided in Appendix A.

MSRP The Microsoft Research Paraphrase
dataset (MSRP) contains pairs of sentences from
news websites with binary labels for paraphrase
detection (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

SemEval The SemEval CQA dataset (Nakov
et al., 2015, 2016, 2017) comprises three subtasks
based on threads and posts from the online expat
forum Qatar Living.2 Each subtask contains an ini-
tial post as well as 10 possibly relevant posts with
binary labels and requires to rank relevant posts
above non-relevant ones. In subtask A, the posts
are questions and comments from the same thread,
in an answer ranking scenario. Subtask B is ques-
tion paraphrase ranking. Subtask C is similar to
A but comments were retrieved from an external
thread, which increases the difficulty of the task.

Quora The Quora duplicate questions dataset
contains more than 400k question pairs with binary
labels and is by far the largest of the datasets.3

The task is to predict whether two questions are
paraphrases. The setup is similar to SemEval
subtask B, but framed as a classification rather than
a ranking problem. We use Wang et al. (2017)’s
train/dev/test set partition.

All of the above datasets provide two short texts
(usually a sentence long but in some cases consist-
ing of multiple sentences). From here onward we
will use the term ‘sentence’ to refer to each short
text. We frame the task as predicting the semantic

Dataset Task Len Size

Quora paraphrase detection 13 404K
MSRP paraphrase detection 22 5K
SemEval (A) internal answer ranking 48 26K

(B) paraphrase ranking 52 4K
(C) external answer ranking 45 47K

Table 1: Text pair similarity data sets. Size = number
of text pairs. Len = mean sentence length in tokens.

2Following convention, we use the 2016 test set as devel-
opment set and 2017 test set as test set.

3https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning

similarity between two sentences in a binary classi-
fication task. We use a binary classification setup
as this is more generic and applies to all above
datasets.

3 tBERT

3.1 Architecture
In this paper, we investigate if topic models can
further improve BERT’s performance for semantic
similarity detection. Our proposed topic-informed
BERT-based model (tBERT) is shown in Figure 1.
We encode two sentences S1 (with length N ) and
S2 (with length M ) with the uncased version of
BERTBASE (Devlin et al., 2019), using the C vector
from BERT’s final layer corresponding to the CLS
token in the input as sentence pair representation:

C = BERT(S1, S2) ∈ Rd (1)

where d denotes the internal hidden size of BERT
(768 for BERTBASE). While other topic models
can be used, we experiment with two popular topic
models: LDA (Blei et al., 2003) and GSDMM (Yin
and Wang, 2014), see section 3.2 for details. Based
on previous research which successfully combined
word and document level topics with neural archi-
tectures (Narayan et al., 2018), we further experi-
ment with incorporating different topic types. For
document topics D1 and D2, all tokens in a sen-
tence are passed to the topic model to infer one
topic distribution per sentence:

D1 = TopicModel([T1, ..., TN ]) ∈ Rt (2)

D2 = TopicModel([T ′
1, ..., T

′
M ]) ∈ Rt (3)

where t indicates the number of topics. Alterna-
tively, for word topics W1 and W2, one topic distri-
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W2W1 C

Topic 
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[CLS] [SEP]
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Figure 1: Architecture of tBERT with word topics.
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bution wi is inferred per token Ti

wi = TopicModel(Ti) ∈ Rt (4)

before averaging them to obtain a fixed-length topic
representation on the sentence level:

W1 =

∑N
i=1wi

N
∈ Rt (5)

W2 =

∑M
i=1w

′
i

M
∈ Rt (6)

We combine the sentence pair vector with the
sentence-level topic representations similar to Os-
tendorff et al. (2019) as

F = [C;D1;D2] ∈ Rd+2t (7)

for document topics and as

F = [C;W1;W2] ∈ Rd+2t (8)

for word topics (where ; denotes concatenation).
This is followed by a hidden and a softmax classifi-
cation layer. We train the model for 3 epochs with
early stopping and cross-entropy loss. Learning
rates are tuned per dataset and random seed.4

3.2 Choice of Topic Model
Topic number and alpha value The number of
topics and alpha values are important topic model
hyper-parameters and dataset dependent. We use
the simple topic baseline (section 4) as a fast proxy
(on average 12 seconds per experiment on CPU)
to identify useful topic models for each dataset
without expensive hyper-parameter tuning on the
full tBERT model. In our experiments, 70 to 90
topics with alpha values of 1 or 10 worked well.5

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

tBERT with LDA
+ word topics .905 .911 .744 .766 .439
+ doc topics .907 .909 .748 .761 .419

tBERT with GSDMM
+ word topics .918 .908 .752 .760 .447
+ doc topics .915 .909 .751 .760 .424

Table 2: F1 scores of BERT-based models with differ-
ent topic settings on development set. We report aver-
age performance for two different random seeds. Bold
indicates the selected setting for our final model.

4 We report tuned hyper-parameters in Appendix E.
5 See Appendix D for detailed topic model settings.

Topic model and topic type LDA (Blei et al.,
2003) is the most popular and widely used topic
model, but it has been reported to be less suitable
for short text (Hong and Davison, 2010). Therefore,
we also experiment with the popular short text topic
model GSDMM (Yin and Wang, 2014). To select
the best setting for our final model (in Table 3), we
evaluated different combinations of tBERT with
LDA vs. GSDMM and word (W1 and W2) vs.
document topics (D1 and D2) on the development
partition of the datasets (Table 2). The tBERT
settings generally scored higher than BERT, with
word topics (W1 and W2) usually outperforming
document topics.

4 Baselines

Topic baselines As a simple baseline, we train
a topic model (LDA or GSDMM) on the training
portion of each dataset (combining training sets
for SemEval subtasks) and calculate the Jensen-
Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991) (JSD) between
the topic distributions of the two sentences. The
model predicts a negative label if JSD is larger than
a threshold and a positive label otherwise. We tune
threshold, number of topics and alpha value based
on development set F1.5

Previous systems For SemEval, we compare
against the highest performing system of earlier
work based on F1 score. As these models rely on
hand-crafted dataset-specific features (providing an
advantage on the small datasets), we also include
the only neural system without manual features
(Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017). For MSRP, we show
a neural matching architecture (Pang et al., 2016).
For Quora, we compare against the Interactive In-
ference Network (Gong et al., 2018) using accuracy,
as no F1 has been reported.

Siamese BiLSTM Siamese networks are a com-
mon neural baseline for sentence pair classification
tasks (Yih et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017). We
embed both sentences with pretrained GloVe em-
beddings (concatenated with ELMo for BiLSTM +
ELMo) and encode them with two weight-sharing
BiLSTMs, followed by max pooling and hidden
layers.

BERT We encode the sentence pair with BERT’s
C vector (as in tBERT) followed by a softmax layer
and finetune all layers for 3 epochs with early stop-
ping. Following Devlin et al. (2019), we tune learn-
ing rates on the development set of each dataset.4
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5 Results

Evaluation We evaluate systems based on F1
scores ( Table 3) as this is more reliable for datasets
with imbalanced labels (e.g. SemEval C) than ac-
curacy. We further report performance on difficult
cases with non-obvious F1 score (Peinelt et al.,
2019) which identifies challenging instances in the
dataset based on lexical overlap and gold labels.
Dodge et al. (2020) recently showed that early stop-
ping and random seeds can have considerable im-
pact on the performance of finetuned BERT models.
We therefore use early stopping during finetuning
and report average model performance across two
seeds for BERT and tBERT models.

Overall trends The BERT-based models outper-
form the other neural systems, while closely com-
peting with the feature-engineered system on the
relatively small SemEval A dataset. The simple
topic baselines perform surprisingly well in com-
parison to much more sophisticated models, indi-
cating the usefulness of topics for the tasks.

Do topics improve BERT’s performance?
Adding LDA topics to BERT consistently improves
F1 performance across all datasets. Moreover, it
improves performance on non-obvious cases over
BERT on all datasets (except for Quora which
contains many generic examples and few domain-
specific cases, see Table 4). The addition of GS-
DMM topics to BERT is slightly less stable: im-
proving performance on MSRP, Semeval A and B,
while dropping on Semeval C. The largest perfor-

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

F1 on cases with named entities (total: 230/500)
BERT .20 .54 .50 .53 .32
tBERT .35 .49 .52 .21 .56
(# of cases) (23) (31) (58) (60) (58)

F1 on cases with domain-specific words (total: 159/500)
BERT .18 .00 .36 .36 .26
tBERT .67 .50 .62 .40 .58
(# of cases) (14) (7) (36) (41) (61)

F1 on cases with non-standard spelling (total: 53/500)
BERT .00 N/A .20 .71 .43
tBERT .00 N/A .80 .00 .62
(# of cases) (1) (0) (20) (19) (13)

Table 4: F1 for BERT and tBERT on annotated develop-
ment set examples (100 cases per dataset) by manually
annotated properties. Number of cases in parenthesis.

mance gains regardless of the chosen topic model
are observed in the internal question-answering
task (SemEval A).

Where can topics help? We randomly sampled
100 examples (half only correct by BERT, half only
correct by LDA-tBERT) from the development set
of each dataset and manually annotated them (500
in total) with binary labels regarding three proper-
ties that may be associated with topic-related gains
or losses (Table 4). Named entities (e.g. iPhone)
and domain-specific words (e.g. murabaha) oc-
curred frequently in the datasets, while there were
too few examples with non-standard spelling (e.g.
thanx) for meaningful comparisons. tBERT gen-
erally performed better than BERT on examples
with domain-specific cases. Overall patterns were

F1 non-obvious F1
MSRP Quora SemEval MSRP Quora SemEval

A B C A B C

Previous systems
Filice et al. (2017) - feature-based - - - .506 - - - - .199 -
Wu et al. (2017) - feature-based - - .777 - - - - .707 - -
Koreeda et al. (2017) - feature-based - - - - .197 - - - - .028
Deriu and Cieliebak (2017) - neural - - .433 - - - - .352 - -
Pang et al. (2016) - neural .829 - - - - - - - - -
Gong et al. (2018) (accuracy) - neural - (.891) - - - - - - - -

Our implementation
LDA topic baseline .799 .736 .684 .436 .096 .780 .606 .684 .172 .019
GSDMM topic baseline .796 .679 .663 .403 .102 .769 .448 .488 .130 .015
Siamese BiLSTM .763 .813 .671 .349 .126 .781 .740 .597 .168 .049
Siamese BiLSTM + ELMo .765 .832 .661 .345 .149 .775 .754 .599 .180 .073
BERT .876 .902 .704 .473 .268 .827 .860 .656 .243 .085
tBERT with LDA topics .884 .905 .768 .524 .273 .866 .859 .708 .258 .100
tBERT with GSDMM topics .883 .905 .766 .518 .233 .844 .856 .714 .266 .081

Table 3: Model performance on test set. The first 6 rows are taken from the cited papers. Bold font highlights the
best system overall and our best implementation is underlined. Italics indicate that F1 and accuracy were identical.
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Figure 2: Performance of BERT and tBERT on dev set when trained for up to 9 epochs. The dotted line indicates
tBERT’s best performance within the first 3 epochs. Plots for the other datasets are provided as Appendix G.

less clear for named entities; based on manual in-
spection BERT dealt better with common named
entities likely to have occurred in pretraining (such
as well-known brands), while tBERT improved on
dataset-specific named entities. We reason that for
domain-specific words which are unlikely to have
occurred in pretraining (e.g. Fuwairit in Table 5),
BERT may not have learned a good representation
(even after finetuning) and hence can’t make a cor-
rect prediction. Here, topic models could serve
as an additional source for dataset-specific infor-
mation. The usefulness of topics for such cases
is also supported by previous work, which suc-
cessfully leveraged topics for domain adaptation in
machine translation (Hu et al., 2014) and named
entity recognition (Guo et al., 2009).

Could we just finetune BERT longer? Based
on our observation that tBERT performs better on
dataset-specific cases, one could assume that BERT
may simply need to be finetuned longer than the
usual 3 epochs to pick up more domain-specific
information. In an additional experiment, we fine-
tuned BERT and tBERT (with LDA topics) for 9
epochs (see Figure 2 and Appendix G). On most
datasets, BERT reached peak performance within
the first 3 epochs. Although training for 4 or 7

s1 Are there good beaches in the Northern
part of Qatar?

s2 Fuwairit is very clean !
gold label True
predictions BERT:False, BERT+topics:True
manual
annotation

domain-specific word:True, named
entity:True, non-standard spelling:False

Table 5: Predictions and annotation for an example
from SemEval.

epochs achieved marginal gains on Semeval A
and C, longer finetuning of BERT could not ex-
ceed tBERT’s best performance from the first 3
epochs (dotted line) on any dataset. We conclude
that longer finetuning does not considerably boost
BERT’s performance. Adding topics instead is
more effective, while avoiding the burden of greatly
increased training time (compare Appendix F).

6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a flexible framework for
combining topic models with BERT. We demon-
strated that adding LDA topics to BERT consis-
tently improved performance across a range of se-
mantic similarity prediction datasets. In our qual-
itative analysis, we showed that these improve-
ments were mainly achieved on examples involv-
ing domain-specific words. Future work may focus
on how to directly induce topic information into
BERT without corrupting pretrained information
and whether combining topics with other pretrained
contextual models can lead to similar gains. An-
other research direction is to investigate if intro-
ducing more sophisticated topic models, such as
named entity promoting topic models (Krasnash-
chok and Jouili, 2018) into the proposed framework
can further improve results.
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Appendix

A Dataset Examples

Dataset Sentence pair L

MSRP

There are only 2,000 Roman Catholics
living in Banja Luka now. 1There are just a handful of Catholics
left in Banja Luka.

Quora Which is the best way to learn coding? 1How do you learn to program?

SemEval A
Anybody recommend a good dentist in
Doha? 1
Dr Sarah Dental Clinic

SemEval B
Where I can buy good oil for massage?

0Blackheads - Any suggestions on how
to get rid of them??

SemEval C
Can anybody tell me where is Doha
clinic? 0
Dr. Rizwi - Al Ahli Hospital

Table 6: Examples from different datasets. Labels (L)
indicate if the second sentence is a paraphrase (for para-
phrasing tasks) or relevant (for QA tasks).

B LDA Topic Examples

T1: life purpose important thing real biggest
T2: drink water coffee tea drinking good
T3: pokémon flight car ticket train fly
T4: school university college high students student
T5: chemical determine formula acid determined san

Table 7: Top key words for example topics learned by
an LDA model with 90 topics on the Quora training set.

T1: regiment cavalry north 3rd passenger fort
T2: court judge federal district supreme file
T3: windows server software microsoft 2003 system
T4: president bush time presidential report george
T5: hospital condition study risk cancer women

Table 8: Top key words for example topics learned by
an LDA model with 80 topics on the MSRP training
set.

T1: gym club pool fitness gyms swimming
T2: drink good club music night alcohol
T3: husband sponsorship wife company sponsor work
T4: day eid holidays days ramadan hours
T5: time doha bus area morning early

Table 9: Top key words for example topics learned by
an LDA model with 70 topics on the training set of all
three SemEval tasks combined.

C GSDMM Topic Examples

T1: difference examples law social science
T2: effects earthquake major compare cambodia
T3: arbitration court cards australia world
T4: panel solar provider installation california
T5: get best rid skin remove

Table 10: Top key words for example topics learned by
a GSDMM model with 90 topics on the Quora training
set.

T1: cases said number year reported sales meeting
T2: states united wrong sense deal
T3: two killed united states people government
T4: condition hospital center taken medical county
T5: charges commission arrested exchange

Table 11: Top key words for example topics learned by
a GSDMM model with 80 topics on the MSRP training
set.

T1: know qatar years many indian qatari
T2: good qatar live doha know dog
T3: arabic doha best people time english
T4: month like 000 car compound villa
T5: time find visa working company study

Table 12: Top key words for example topics learned by
a GSDMM model with 70 topics on the training set of
all three SemEval tasks combined.

D Hyper-Parameters for Topic-Aware
Models

Topic model hyper-parameters were chosen based
on development set F1 scores of the topic baseline.
We tried number of topics: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 100 and alpha values: 0.1, 1, 10, 50.
The topic baselines and tBERT models use topic
models with the same hyper-parameters as listed in
Table 13.

MSRP Quora SemEval

A B C

# of topics 80 90 70 80 70
LDA alpha values 1 1 50 10 10
GSDMM alpha values 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Table 13: Tuned topic model hyper-parameters.
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E Hyper-Parameters for BERT-Based
Models

Table 14 reports additional hyper-parameters for
BERT and tBERT. The learning rate was tuned
based on development set F1 score per seed and
model using grid search (2e-5, 3e-5 or 5e-5).

MSRP Quora SemEval

A B C

batch size 32 32 16 32 16

BERT
lrate (1st seed) 5e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5
lrate (2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5

tBERT
lrate (1st seed) 3e-5 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5
lrate (2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5

Table 14: Tuned hyper-parameters for BERT-based
models. lrate = learning rate.

F Training time

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT
3 epochs 13 839 223 26 340
9 epochs 44 2710 638 75 1047

tBERT
3 epochs 13 885 211 24 348
9 epochs 42 2916 658 75 1082

Table 15: Average training time on one NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU in minutes.

G Longer Finetuning Experiment

Longer BERT finetuning does not surpass tBERT’s
best performance from the first 3 epochs (dotted
line) while considerably increasing training time
(compare Appendix F).
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Figure 3: Performance of BERT and tBERT on devel-
opment set when trained for up to 9 epochs. The dotted
line indicates tBERT’s best performance within the first
3 epochs.


